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 Winterization Consultations - In June, the Shelter Cluster began to have 

consultation meetings to prepare for the implementation of Winterization 

2017-2018. Partners met together in Sloviansk, Sievierodonetsk, Donetsk, 

and Luhansk to prepare the approaches for government controlled and 

non-government controlled areas respectively. In government controlled 

areas, Shelter Cluster partners will prioritize the provision of heating to the 

conflict-affected while also trying to mainstream recovery approaches in 

order to improve government controlled area beneficiaries’ preparedness 

and recovery for future winters. In Non-government controlled areas, 

needs include heating, core winterization items, and shelter insulation. 

Access is one constraint to ensuring that the most conflict affected receive 

support.   

 Shelter Cluster team field visits to NGCA - In June, the Shelter Cluster 

Team conducted a monitoring mission to NGCA in order to follow up on the 

shelter situation there. As traditional assessments are impossible due to 

limited humanitarian access, the Shelter Cluster team wanted to visit 

several ongoing shelter repairs and to project the needs in terms of 

damages. Shelter cluster partners working in this territory reported the 

need to replenish acute emergency materials as forty to sixty new homes 

are damaged per week in NGCA. As the conflict has continued for three 

years, and humanitarian shelter agencies have only been able to reach a 

fraction of the needs, over 10,000 households could require repairs.  

 Popasna Field Updates - In June, Subnational Shelter/NFI Cluster 

reviewed the situation in terms of damages and repairs in Popasna City, 

Luhansk Oblast. The city is an apex point of the conflict as it is both a 

catchment area for IDPs and a place of significant damages. The full 

information including a map of greatest concentration of damages and 

repairs can be found at this link.  

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

34,662 HHs 
received NFIs 

¼ 

11,972 HHs 
received solid fuel 
assistance 

 

1,512 HHs 
received light and 
medium repairs 
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Cluster 

partners 

 
Source: HRP Ukraine 2017, 3W reports from partners. Cumulated figures for 2017 
Note: number of Cluster partners is calculated monthly based on 3W reports which 

indicates number of humanitarian actors reporting to Cluster and operating in Ukraine 
in a particular month 

 

CLUSTER TEAM 

Cluster lead agency: UNHCR 

Co-Chair (Northern Donbas): People in Need 
 

Cluster Coordinator 

Igor Chantefort | coord.ukraine@sheltercluster.org 

Cluster Co-Chair & Sub-National Coordinator 

Reneé Wynveen | coord1.ukraine@sheltercluster.org  

Shelter Associate 

Kostyantyn Dmytrenko | dmytrenk@unhcr.org 

 

  

 
KEY DOCUMENTS 

Shelter/NFI Cluster strategy ENG UKR 

Monetization in the Shelter and NFI Sector in Ukraine ENG 

Shelter Cluster Annual Report 2016 ENG 

Recommendations on Winterization 2016/2017 ENG RUS 

Guidance on structural repairs and reconstruction ENG UKR 

Technical Essay on Housing Situation in Ukraine ENG 

Cash assistance post-distribution monitoring report (2015) 

Common cash PDM core questions ENG RUS UKR 

Evaluation of the Shelter and NFI Cluster in Ukraine ENG UKR 

 

KEY LINKS 

3W online submission form 

Warehouses for contingency Inter-Cluster update form  

Who is doing what where and when interactive dashboard 

Housing, Land and Property TWIG 

Permanent Shelter Solutions and linkage to integration  

 

June at a glance 

KEY DATES 

For the first two weeks of June, damage to homes and 
apartment buildings continued at a pique of roughly 20 
homes per day. The latter half of the month marked a 
reduction in these damages due to the declaration of a 
harvest ceasefire. Nevertheless, continued hostilities 
continued to impact an average of three homes per day until 
the end of the month.  
 
 
Activation of Cluster: December 2014  
 

Figure 1- Shelter Cluster team members meet 
with construction brigades in Luhansk city 
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® - NFI; : - cash for winterization;¼ - solid fuel; ² - acute emergency repairs; 

ð – light repairs; ă – medium repairs; ċ – heavy repairs; u – cash for rent; 

s - Other shelter-linked monetized solutions; Ċ - Communal infrastructure basic repairs 
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